SOLUTION BRIEF

It’s Time To Sunset Your
Legacy Test Management Tool
Legacy test management tools like HPE Quality Center are weighing
you down. They’re expensive, clunky, and hold up the velocity of
Agile and DevOps-focused teams. Time to say
goodbye to legacy - and hello to Plutora Test.

Why switch from
a legacy tool to
Plutora?
• Easy to migrate.
• Single view of all
testing projects with
consolidated reporting.
• Designed for Agilefocused teams with
support for waterfall and
other methodologies.
• Intuitive interface.
• Flexibility for mobile
workforce.
• JIRA and Selenium
integrations.
• Open APIs.
• Lowest total cost of
ownership on cloudbased SaaS platform.

Many enterprise IT organizations are struggling with
legacy test management tools that choke software testing
efficiency. Testing teams are desperate to move to a better
solution but are sitting on the fence because it is either
painful to switch or there is limited support for multiple
development methodologies. They also lack the confidence
to try a new tool at enterprise scale.
Plutora Test solves all these concerns and
creates a win-win situation for testing teams:
they can switch in a matter of minutes with the
Bulk Upload capability, support multi-speed
projects, and rest assured they are joining some
of the world’s best enterprise application delivery
teams when they onboard the Plutora platform.

Powerful test
management combined

Migrate in a Few Clicks

with a modern,

The Bulk Upload feature makes it a breeze to import
all test cases from any legacy application to Plutora

consumer-facing
interface that works on

Test in just a few clicks. Enterprise testing teams
can get a single project running in minutes, and fully

desktop, mobile, and
Apple Watch.

migrate to Plutora Test in less than a week.

Requirements
Source

Mapping

Choose cell mapping or
column mapping.

Test Cases

Validation

Destination

Check for missing or
incorrect data. Fix any
errors.

Choose a destination for
the imported test cases.
Organize them as a
hierarchy of projects
with associated test
plans.

Confirmation

Get a Single View of All Testing Projects

One login for all your projects

Plutora Test weaves enterprise, line of
business, department, and team visibility
into delivery pipelines. Many legacy
applications require jumping in and out
of each database to view its status or
make changes – a clunky feature that
silos testing data and doesn’t jibe with
speed-focused Agile and DevOps teams.
Plutora makes life easy for testing teams
with one login that gives all stakeholders
a single view of test coverage across
the entire testing lifecycle. The tool also
enables customization of fields and
workflows for each project type with
roll-up management and reporting.

An intuitive traceability matrix visualizes requirements, test cases and defects under each test plan.

Get Actionable Insights
Plutora Test rounds
off its suite of cuttingedge features with
real-time reporting
across all projects. No
need to export to Excel
and wrestle with pivot
tables when you can
drill into live data.

Collaborate Instantly
The Comments Stream gives information that is

“Testing can no longer be
a weak link in delivery.
Everybody recognizes its
crucial role in achieving
quality at speed.”

instantly contextual by getting rid of the need to
communicate comments and updates through
outside tools.

Diego Lo Giudice
Forrester Analyst

Integrate with your Favorite Tools
Plutora Test does a two-way sync with JIRA for both
requirements and defects. That means developers
can keep using their own tools while testers view
progress in the requirements traceability matrix.
Plutora Test also integrates with test automation

User Stories
and Defects

Test
Automation

tools like Selenium to pull in your existing library of test
automation scripts.

About Plutora
Learn more at
www.plutora.com
Email:
contact@plutora.com

Plutora is the market leader in release, test environment, and test management solutions for enterprise
IT. The Plutora platform transforms IT release processes by correlating data from existing toolchains
and automating manual processes to provide a single view of releases and associated metrics. Plutora
benefits organizations by better aligning IT software development and business strategy.

